PLEIN AIR LANDSCAPE WORKSHOP
MATERIALS LIST
Because this is a weekend outdoor drawing session you will be responsible to bring whatever drawing,
Watercolor paints, paper or other supplies that you may need
Here are some basic examples of what you may want to bring
Keep in mind you will be out of doors so you will want to travel light and be able to carry them in a pack
or something like that
WATERCOLOR
A small Palate containing all your colors and enough room to mix them
And a selection of paints. Here is a basic sample palate:
Ultramarine Blue
Phthalo Blue
Cerulean
Viridian
Phthlo Green
Sap Green
Cadmium Yellow
New Gamboge
Yellow Ochre
Cadmium Red
Alizarin Crimson
Burn Umber
Burnt Sienna
Sepia
Raw Umber
That is the minimum that I would use but you may add any other colors you want including, Lemon
Yellow, Cobalt Blue, Hookers green, Indian Red, Permanent Rose or Rose Madder Permanent

PAPER or other drawing surface
You are welcome to bring any papers, Sketchbooks, journals or Watercolor blocks that you wish
You are also welcome to work as Large or as Small as you wish
If you are using Watercolor I would recommend one of the Watercolor “blocks” of whatever size you
want that way not only do you have several papers you can work on you also have paper that is ready to
use and already on a hard surface and really don’t need a drawing board to attach it to. A Block of
Arches 140 lb. 20 Sheet Cold Press Block10X14 can be around $40, but there are probably cheaper pads
out there if you want
If you do buy larger or loose watercolor paper you will need a good drawing board to use and I would
recommend having the paper prepared and taped down. Again, you are welcome to work as big as you
want but keep in mind you have to carry it around!
I would recommend a smaller of sketchpad of regular paper for working out composition or other ideas
this can be with a pencil so bring a couple of those too

BRUSHES, Bring several at least, also some wider sponge brushes for washes

WATER JARS a couple of these at least, plastic works best…

Also, you may want to bring…Sponges, paper towels, spray bottle, Masking fluid

How about some snacks, packed lunch, or something to drink?
Might as well have a picnic too! Let’s enjoy the day!

